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Abstract: The surface defects’ region of strip steel is small, and has various defect types and, complex gray structures. There tend to be a large number of false defects and edge light interference, which lead traditional machine vision algorithms to be unable to detect defects for various types of strip steel. Image detection techniques based on deep learning require a large number of images to train a network. However, for a dataset with few samples with category imbalanced defects, common deep learning neural network training tasks cannot be carried out. Based on rapid image preprocessing algorithms (improved gray projection algorithm, ROI image augmentation algorithm) and transfer learning theory, this paper proposes a set of processes for complete strip steel defect detection. These methods achieved surface rapid screening, defect feature extraction, sample dataset’s category balance, data augmentation, defect detection, and classification. Through verification of the mixed dataset, composed of the NEU surface dataset and dataset in this paper, the recognition accuracy of the improved VGG19 network in this paper reached 97.8%. The improved VGG19 network performs slightly better than the baseline VGG19 in six types of defects, but the improved VGG19 performs significantly better in the surface seams defects. The convergence speed and accuracy of the improved VGG19 network were taken into account, and the detection rate was greatly improved with few samples and imbalanced datasets. This paper also has practical value in terms of extending its method of strip steel defect detection to other products.
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1. Introduction

1.1. The Significance and Development of Strip Surface Defect Detection

Strip steel is one of the main products of the iron and steel industry. It is an indispensable raw material of shipbuilding, automobiles, machinery manufacturing and other industries. The quality of strip steel will directly affect the final product’s quality and performance. In the strip steel manufacturing process, due to various factors such as raw materials, rolling equipment, and processing techniques, the surface of strip steel can develop different types of cracks, scarring, holes and other defects [1]. Strip steel surface defects not only cause serious production accidents such as strip breaking, stacking, and production line downtime, but also cause serious roll wear, with an immeasurable economic and social influence on the production enterprise [2]. More than 60% of strip steel product user quality objection events in China are caused by surface defects. Therefore, it is very important to improve the quality of strip steel by detection of these defects in the rolling process in time, adjustment of control parameters, classification, and labeling of different strip steel levels.

In traditional iron and steel enterprises, the surface quality of high-speed moving strip steel is usually detected by an artificial naked eye stroboscopic method. However,
this method also has its shortcomings. For example, stroboscopic lighting can only be used on some specific strip surfaces. Due to visual fatigue, detection timeliness is poor, and the missed detection and misdetection rate are high. For products surface defect detection carried on a conveyor belt, the human eye can detect only 60% of the surface defects, and the width of the product cannot exceed 2 m and, the moving speed of the products cannot exceed 30 m/s, in the best case [3]. At present, many Chinese metallurgical enterprises still use manual visual inspection and sampling inspection of strip steel surfaces with low efficiency and poor detection efficiency.

In recent years, with the development of industrial technology, machine vision is gradually being used more often in enterprises as a non-contact and non-destructive testing technology. Machine vision has a high resolution, is highly classified, is little affected by the ambient electromagnetic field, and is low cost. By deploying the image acquisition apparatus online and sending the real-time collection images to a monitoring device, inspectors can achieve real-time monitoring of the metal surface.

1.2. The Practical Difficulties of Using the Machine Vision Surface Detection Technique on Imbalanced Datasets

The key to machine vision surface detection technique is developing various types of defect detection algorithms. Due to strip steel’s rapid movement on the production line, it will produce a large amount of image data (for example, 25 frames/sec), which demands an excellent real-time defect detection algorithm. It also can lead images captured by CCD cameras to be of low resolution and less qualified. Since the defect images captured by CCD cameras fall into numerous categories, are complex, and have boundary overlap, it is typical to have an imbalanced dataset with a small number of samples. When the data has a long-tail distribution, it can lead to bias in the classifier. The classifier is more inclined to identify classes with a sufficient sample size and rich diversity [4,5]. However, it is unfair to ignore other classes. Traditional machine learning algorithms do not have enough data, either in terms of quantity or quality, to train a model.

Standard machine learning algorithms are based on the assumption that the dataset has a sufficient number of samples and balanced class distribution. Uneven distribution in a few samples dataset causes tremendous difficulties for standard algorithm application. Algorithms prefer that the categories contain plentiful samples and that each category contains a similar number of samples.

1.3. Scope of Our Work and Contribution

Combined with previous research results, this paper proposes An Improved VGG19 Transfer Learning Strip Steel Surface Defect Recognition Deep Neural Network Based on Few Samples and Imbalanced Datasets, for strip steel defect detection. The main contributions of the paper are summarized below:

(1) For strip steel with a low defect rate, edge false defects and illumination interference, which make it difficult to extract various kinds of real defects, we present an improved strip steel surface defect detection algorithm based on gray-scale projection. The algorithm can filter out defect-free surfaces, edge false defects, and illumination interference, and extract defects on the surface effectively. The algorithm is especially effective for longitudinal cracks, transverse cracks, and large area surface defects.

(2) In view of the category imbalance problem, starting from the data level approach method, this paper proposes a data augmentation algorithm based on ROI region random crop for uneven categories, to achieve sample balance in the categories.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we compare our work with related research, with a focus on surface defect detection algorithms and imbalanced learning algorithms. In Section 3, by the use of our improved gray projection algorithm, we undertake detector rapid screening of the strip steel surface and extract defect regions. In Section 4, our ROI image augment algorithm augments smaller classes and makes images balance again using the data level approach method. In Section 5, the improved transfer learning deep neural network based on VGG19 detects and identifies the few samples and
imbalanced strip steel dataset. In Section 6, we compare the real-time performance between our network and some deep learning detection algorithms. Section 7 concludes this paper with some future research directions. In Figure 1, we present the overview of the strip steel defect detection method of this paper.

![Figure 1. Overview of the strip steel defect detection method.](image)

2. Related Work

2.1. Categories of Surface Defect Detection Algorithms

According to Author [6], surface defect detection algorithms can be divided into four categories: traditional statistical-based algorithms, spectrum-based algorithms, model-based algorithms, and emerging deep learning algorithms. For deep learning algorithms, three are traditional defect detection algorithms. Only two-dimensional defect detection algorithms are discussed in this paper.

For traditional defect detection algorithms, for example edge detection [7], gray level statistics [8], local binary pattern [9], wavelet transform [10], genetic algorithms [11], and the fractal dimension model [12], features are extracted by manually designed feature extractors, then the features are learned by various feature classifiers, such as K nearest neighbors [13], support vector machine [14,15], Random Forest [16], etc. However, the robustness and real-time performance of these traditional algorithms are poor. The processes of data pre-processing, feature extraction, feature reduction, and classifier selection in traditional algorithms need the experience of experts. When images contain noise or textured backgrounds, the real defect edges may be missed due to noise interference, which does not meet the requirements of on-line detection of surface defects.

With the rapid development of artificial intelligence, a computational vision of surface defect recognition and classification has emerged. Convolutional neural networks (CNNs), as a typical deep neural network (DNN), have been widely used in the fields of fault diagnosis, defect detection, and image recognition. Author [17] proposed a Max-Pooling convolutional neural network. Compared to the performance of SVM classifiers, the Max-Pooling convolutional neural network performs at least two times better. Author [18] proposed a semi-supervised learning method using a convolutional neural network (CNN). The proposed method requires fewer labeled samples, and the unlabeled data can be used for training. Author [19] proposed an improved You Only Look Once (YOLO) network. The network achieved a 99% detection rate with speed of 83 FPS on 4655 digital photos of steel strip surfaces.

Due to the limitation of data size, it is difficult for large baseline CNNs to be fully trained. Thanks to transfer learning and ImageNet’s pre-training networks, it is feasible
to train few samples datasets on large baseline CNNs by fine-tuning networks’ structures on the pre-training networks. Transfer learning is a way to learn from previous tasks and apply the learning to new tasks. Its purpose is to extract knowledge and experience from one or more source tasks, and then apply this to a new target domain. Since 1995, transfer learning has attracted the attention of many researchers. The basic unit of an image is a pixel point; different gradations of pixel point arrangements and combinations together can represent various types of low-level features, such as lines, dots, and colors. By matching and combining these low-level features with each other, high-level image information can be formed, such as texture and geometries. Although high-level information of different images is different, underlying features are similar [20]. This is the basis of image data transfer learning.

Author [21] showed that transfer learning can be successfully applied using image data from an entirely different domain. Author [22] proposed a baseline ResNet convolution neural network (CNN) with a multilevel feature fusion network (MFN) module. On the NEU database, ResNet50 with the MFN module achieves a 99.7% detection rate with a speed of 6.1 FPS. Author [23] proposed a crack detection method based on a deep fully convolutional network (FCN) with VGG16 backbones. The network achieved about 90% average precision on a subset of 500 annotated 227 × 227-pixel crack-labeled images.

Transfer learning has been successful not only in the field of computer vision, but also has many applications in industry. Author [24] proposed a deep transfer fault diagnosis framework. Author [25] proposed an acoustic event classification deep transfer learning network. In Author’s work [26], transfer learning is applied to wind power prediction. The transfer learning method not only saves time in collecting data from wind farms, but also stipulates good weight initialization points for each of the wind farm for training.

Since the VGG neural network is a linear structure and the network is classically simple, the VGG network was chosen as the backbone network for defect recognition in this paper [27]. The VGG neural network is a transfer learning network series, including VGG11, VGG13, VGG16, and VGG19. The common feature of these network structures is that several convolution layer modules are connected to three full connection layers. Finally, defects are identified and classified through a softmax layer. For example, VGG11 is composed of eight convolution layers and three full connection layers. Similarly, VGG13, VGG16, and VGG19 all contain three full connection layers. However, due to the large number of parameters in the full connection layer, three full connection layers will greatly slow down the efficiency of network training and recognition. Therefore, when the VGG network was selected as the backbone of the pre-training network in this paper, three full connection layers were removed. Compared with VGG19 and, VGG11, VGG13 and VGG16 are shallow networks. Due to the small amount of training data of the network in this paper, the recognition accuracy of the network is relatively low on the shallow network, and the convergence of the network is poor. Therefore, our network needed a fully pre-trained network on ImageNet as the backbone network, so VGG19 was chosen for the transfer learning backbone network in this paper.

2.2. Levels of Imbalanced Learning Algorithms

For few samples and imbalanced datasets, imbalanced learning algorithms have been proposed. Imbalanced learning algorithms can be divided into three main categories: the data level approach method, algorithm level approach method, and ensemble learning level method.

(1) The data level approach method is the earliest and most widely used in the field of imbalanced learning regions; it also referred to as the resampling method. Along with modifying the training dataset to fit standard learning algorithms, Mani proposed an under sampling method to delete samples from bigger categories [28]. He Bai et al. proposed an oversampling method by generating new samples for smaller classes [29]. Batista and Prati et al. proposed a mixing project in conjunction with two methods described above [30]. These methods rely on a well-defined distance measure, but industrial
datasets often contain multiple non-linear features or missing values. In addition, the range of different features may be large. To define a reasonable distance measure on these datasets is very difficult, and requires tremendous extra computing resources to meet real-time requirements.

(2) The algorithm level approach method is represented by the cost-sensitive learning method; it focuses on modifying existing standard machine learning algorithms to change their preferences on major classes. In order to reduce classifier’s preference for the majority classes, this method artificially increases the importance of smaller classes in the training process [31,32]. The cost matrix of these algorithm needs to be provided by experts in the field based on prior knowledge of the task, which in many real-world problems is not achievable. Due to a lack of prior knowledge in the regions, the cost matrix cannot guarantee classification performance, and can even lead the objective function to drop into the local optimal/saddle point. However, a specific cost matrix can only be used for the task for which it was designed, and cannot be generalized to different tasks.

(3) Ensemble learning combines the data level approach method and algorithm level approach method to obtain a more powerful integrated classifier. Due to its excellent performance, ensemble learning is widely used in category imbalanced tasks [33,34]. However, ensemble learning does not always lead to a better performance. Blind retention policies for difficult to classify samples may result in over-fitting in the latter period of the iterative process. Algorithms have the advantage of high data transfer efficiency and utilization, but poor robustness against noise data.

2.3. The Development of Deep Learning on Few Samples and Imbalanced Datasets

After 2010, as the popularity of high-performance computers and hardware increased, deep learning became more widely used in industry. It provided a new way for machine vision to solve strip steel surface defect detection problem with few samples and imbalanced datasets. Based on the idea of deep learning, researchers used the algorithm level approach method to further explore this research area. Typical algorithms for this included OHEM [35] (Online Hard Example Mining), S-OHEM [36] (Stratified Online Hard Example Mining), A-Fast-RCNN [37] (Adversarial Fast Region-based Convolutional Neural Network), Focal Loss [38] and GHM [39] (Gradient Harmonizing Mechanism).

The disadvantage of the OHEM algorithm is that it only leaves samples with high loss and completely ignores simple samples, which leads the model to lose the ability to distinguish simple samples. Compared to the native OHEM algorithm, the S-OHEM algorithm avoids the disadvantage of using only high loss samples to update their model’s parameters. However, when the model is applied to different datasets, it also introduces an additional hyper-parameters problem. The A-Fast-RCNN method generates images through the GAN network. The GAN neural network is composed of two subnetworks. One subnetwork generates similar data by learning how the original data are distributed. Another subnetwork discriminates the authenticity of the generated data. In this way the GAN neural network can realize a simulation of the original data. However, for few samples datasets (each type of image only has a dozen images or less, each image is a grayscale image of about 30~50 KB) with low-quality images, it is not enough to support the training of the GAN network. The Focal Loss method modifies its cross-entropy function to make the training process more attentive to difficult samples. The GHM continues to improve its cross-entropy function on the basis of Focal Loss. The biggest difference between the GHM algorithm and the Focal Loss algorithm is that the GHM algorithm assumes that the difficult samples are abnormal samples.

However, strip steel has a complex texture, different types of defects, different morphologies of similar defects, different types of false edge defects, and severe light interference defects. It is difficult to meet the requirements of strip steel defect detection only using the algorithm level approach method. The data level approach method and algorithm level approach method must be combined to deal with difficult samples and abnormal
samples using defect detection and classification processes. Further discussion is available in Section 3.

3. Rapid Quality Screening and Defect Feature Extraction Algorithm on the Strip Steel Surface

3.1. Rapid Quality Screening Problems on the Strip Steel Surface

In the production process, the moving speed of strip steel can exceed 10 m/s, while stripping steel surface defects are small; most of the strip steel surface is without defects. In order to process large amounts of data more efficiently and rapidly, the strip steel surface online defect detection system is generally divided into two parts: rapid quality screening and defect feature extraction. Rapid quality screening detects whether images captured by CCD camera in real-time contain suspected defects, then images with suspected defects are sent for further processing and surface defect-free images are ignored. Due to the large amount of defect-free images that do not need to be processed, the number of suspected defects images is greatly reduced, not only saving time but also improving detection efficiency. For the rapid screening processing stage, algorithms are preferred for the simple and fast screen surface, rather than accurate defect localization.

At present, the most widely used algorithm for the rapid screening method is the background subtraction method, which compares target images and their background to obtain contrast images. If some pixels that have a greater value than the preset threshold, these pixels are suspected defect regions, and the defect detection system will cache these images for further screening. However, the background subtraction method in actual production suffers from the light environment, camera hardware performance and image blurring; a large number of false defect images are detected with this method. The false defect is an important part of strip steel surface defects; how to screen false defects must be considered within the scope of this paper. In the distribution of strip steel defects, the edge portion is a defect-prone region of the strip steel surface. Therefore, in order to ensure full coverage of the strip steel surface, a CCD camera captures the edge region and background image simultaneously during the image acquisition process. However, it will introduce false edge defects, so an edge region rapid screening method is the key to rapid quality screening of the strip steel surface.

3.2. Strip Steel Edge and Background Region Automatic Detection

As shown in Figure 2, since there is no high reflectivity metal outside the strip steel edge region, the background is usually dark. In the background image, there is only a narrow strip steel conveying guide rail, with a relatively simple color and much lower gray-scale value than the strip steel surface. For image edge background screening questions, the average gray projection value concept was proposed. The average gray projection value is the average gray-scale value on the horizontal or vertical projection. If the image has an average gray-scale value on the horizontal or vertical projection that is too low and below a certain threshold, it is believed that this row or column is located in the background. The threshold value of the average gray projection value can be pre-adjusted according to the scene illumination gradation and defect-free strip steel’s gray-scale value. The threshold value is set according to the lighting conditions of each experiment and defect-free strip steel images; it is an empirical value from a large number of comparative tests. After a simple calculation of the average gray projection value and gray-scale value comparison, the strip steel edge region and background can be substantially divided. Figure 3 shows a steel strip defect acquisition region.

3.3. An Improved Strip Steel Surface Rapid Quality Screening and Defect Feature Extraction Algorithm Based on Gray-Scale Projection

In actual production, not all images captured by CCD cameras contain a defect. In general, the defect region ratio is 5% or less (Steel Acceptance Criteria: GB.1965/1978). Therefore, rapid screening of defect-free surfaces can not only greatly decrease the amount of calculation required, but also improved detection efficiency. Influenced by scene illumi-
nation gradation and hardware devices, images captured by CCD camera will generate blurred edges or the strip steel edge may not be detected. This can contribute to an edge false defect, where the defect does not exist in practice. As shown in Figure 4, in the steel strip defect acquisition region, processed by the Canny edge detection operator, there is a significant break elongated fold line between the strip steel edge and background intersection region. If using the background subtraction method to detect the fold line, it will be misidentified as a strip steel surface defect. A large number of edge false defects pose a challenge to rapid quality screening of strip steel surfaces and defect feature extraction.

Through a lot of experiments, it has been found that false defects on the edge of strip steel have a common characteristic: the false defect edge is no longer a straight line, but a bent or broken fold line. The fold line is very narrow and close to the transform region between the strip steel edge and background. In view of the above characteristics of edge false defects, an improved strip steel surface rapid quality screening and defect feature extraction algorithm based on gray-scale projection is proposed in this paper on the basis of the background subtraction method. Considering that there are many transverse and
longitudinal stripes of strip steel defects, and the system speed requirements for detection on-line, this paper only calculated the gray-scale value on horizontal and vertical projection. Firstly, the algorithm projected images horizontally and vertically. Corresponding to gray-scale value of each row and column, the algorithm calculated the maximum gray-scale values \( R_{\text{Max}}, C_{\text{Max}} \), minimum gray-scale values \( R_{\text{Min}}, C_{\text{Min}} \) and average gray-scale values \( R_{\text{Avg}}, C_{\text{Avg}} \) for each row and column, where \( \text{Global Avg} \) is the global average gray-scale value of the image and \( \mu \) is the threshold coefficient of the defect (\( \mu \) ranging from 20% to 30%). In this paper, \( \mu \) was set at 30%.

Figure 4. Strip steel defect acquisition region processed by the Canny edge detection operator.

1. If the difference \( [C_{\text{Max}} - C_{\text{Min}}] \) between the maximum gray-scale value and minimum gray-scale value on the vertical projection is not within \( (1 \pm \mu) \text{Global Avg} \), the column of the image is defect-free.
2. If the \( [C_{\text{Max}} - C_{\text{Min}}] \) and \( C_{\text{Avg}} \) on the vertical projection is in the range of \( (1 \pm \mu) \text{Global Avg} \), the column of the image is a defective image.
3. If the \( [C_{\text{Max}} - C_{\text{Min}}] \) in \( (1 \pm \mu) \text{Global Avg} \), but \( C_{\text{Avg}} < (1 - 2\mu) \text{Global Avg} \), the average gray projection value in this column is too low. This means the column of the image is the transform region between the strip steel edge and background.
4. If extended two times the length of the transform region across columns, it is the false defect region.
5. If the \( [C_{\text{Max}} - C_{\text{Min}}] \) is not within \( (1 \pm \mu) \text{Global Avg} \) and \( C_{\text{Avg}} \) are much smaller (over 10 times) than the value of \( \text{Global Avg} \). This means the average gray projection value of the column is too low and the column is background.
6. If the \( [C_{\text{Max}} - C_{\text{Min}}] \) is not within \( (1 \pm \mu) \text{Global Avg} \), but \( C_{\text{Avg}} \) is 1.5 times to 2 times as much as \( \text{Global Avg} \), the column of the image is a highlighted defective.

Before image pre-processing, the strip steel image should be digitally transformed into a gray-scale image. Firstly, define two one-dimensional matrices \( R[M] \) and \( C[N] \), where M, N is the number of rows and columns of the image. With the help of two arrays to store the image’s average gray-scale values on horizontal and vertical projections, the paper used the following algorithm to detect images. The pseudo-code of strip steel surface rapid quality screening and the defect feature extraction algorithm based on gray-scale projection are shown below in Algorithm 1:
Algorithm 1 Rapid Quality Screening and Defect Feature Extraction Algorithm

Input: original image matrix \( f(i, j) \), Size = \( M \times N \), \( i \in [0, M-1] \), \( j \in [0, N-1] \)

Output: ROI Defect Region

matrix \( R[M] \), Size = \( M \times 1 \); empty matrix \( C[N] \), Size = \( 1 \times N \)

Step 1. Calculate Initial Values

\[ \text{for } \text{int } R = 0; R \leq i; R++; \] Calculate the matrix by rows, fixed the rows first

\[ \text{for } \text{int } j = 0; j \leq N - 1; j++; \] Iterate through the columns of the matrix

\[ f(R, j), \text{Size} = M \times 1 \]

\[ R_{\text{Max}} = \text{Max}(f(R, j)), \text{Size} = 1 \times 1 \]

\[ R_{\text{Min}} = \text{Min}(f(R, j)), \text{Size} = 1 \times 1 \]

\[ R_{\text{Avg}} = \text{Sum}(f(R, j))/M, \text{Size} = 1 \times 1 \]

Add \( R_{\text{Avg}} \) into \( R[M] \), Return \( R[M] \), Size = \( M \times 1 \)

\[ \text{The same principle is used to calculate the matrix by column to obtain } C[N], \text{Size} = 1 \times N \]

\[ \text{GlobalAvg}[M, N] = \text{Sum}(R[M])/M \quad \text{Or} \quad \text{Sum}(C[N])/N, \text{Size} = 1 \times 1 \]

Step 2. Confirm Detection Region

if \( R_{\text{Avg}} \) Or \( C_{\text{Avg}} << \text{GlobalAvg}[M, N] \); \( \triangle \) The row or column is the background area

Delect the Row or Column with low projection value

Add rest of area into Confirm Detection Region

Step 3. Suspected Defect Region

\( \triangle \) region with Defect Region; Transform Region; False Defects Region

if \( (1 - \mu) \text{GlobalAvg}[M, N] \leq R_{\text{Max}} - R_{\text{Min}} \leq (1 + \mu) \text{GlobalAvg}[M, N] \)

Or

if \( (1 - \mu) \text{GlobalAvg}[M, N] \leq C_{\text{Max}} - C_{\text{Min}} \leq (1 + \mu) \text{GlobalAvg}[M, N] \)

Else if \( 1.5 \text{GlobalAvg} \leq C_{\text{Avg}} \) Or \( R_{\text{Avg}} \leq 2 \text{GlobalAvg} \)

Find Highlighted Defective ROI Region

Add rest of area into Suspected Defect Region

Step 4. Detection Transform Region

if \( R_{\text{Avg}} \) Or \( C_{\text{Avg}} < (1 - 2\mu) \text{GlobalAvg}[M, N] \)

Find Transform Region T-Region, \( \triangle \) region between strip steel edge and background

Delete T-Region

Step 5. False Defects Region

Find the position of T-Region,

Extend T-Region’s length twice by horizontal and vertical coordinates

Delete False Defects Region

Step 6. Output

ROI Defect Region = The final remaining area + Highlighted Defective ROI Region

Get ROI Defect Region

3.4. Strip Steel Surface Rapid Quality Screening and Defect Feature Extraction Experiment

As shown in Figure 5, the strip steel defect acquisition region image in Figure 3 was transformed into a corresponding gray-scale matrix. With the help of the gray-scale projection algorithm proposed in this paper, various kinds of defect regions can be rapidly screened. The gray-scale matrix’s \( \text{GlobalAvg} = 111.3083 \), threshold value \((1 \pm \mu) \text{GlobalAvg}\) is from 77.9 to 144.7.

In the yellow region, \( C_{\text{Max}} - C_{\text{Min}} = 41, C_{\text{Avg}} = 2 \), the column of the image is background.

In the green region, \( C_{\text{Max}} - C_{\text{Min}} = 101, C_{\text{Avg}} = 28.8 \), the column of the image is the transform region between the strip steel edge and background.

On the basis of the green region and length of the transform region across columns, extended two times the blue region is the false defect region.
In the red region, $C_{\text{Max}} - C_{\text{Min}} = 119, 126, 111$, $C_{\text{Avg}} = 103, 116, 105$. Therefore, these three columns of the image are defective images.

Figure 5. Column detection results of the steel strip.

Figure 6 shows the detection result for the steel strip. Since the picture of row analysis results is too large, we enlarged the detection area A and area B to display results more vividly. In this figure, the effect of overlapping the original image and ROI area is shown on the left. The right side shows the effect of the original image analysis. In area A, the red area is the ROI area, which is exactly on the defective position of the original image. Area B is the row analysis results of the image, where $R_{\text{Max}} - R_{\text{Min}} = 80, 80, 80, 83, 83, 83 \ldots$, $R_{\text{Avg}} = 115, 115, 115, 114, 114, 114 \ldots$, threshold value $(1 \pm \mu)$ GlobalAvg from 77.9 to 144.7. Therefore, these 12 rows of the image are defective rows.

Similarly shown in Figure 7, our algorithm detected a longitudinal flaw image. It can be seen that our algorithm detected the defect area perfectly.

To further verify the validity of our defect detection algorithm, the algorithm was tested in an experiment comparing a flawless surface and oxide defect surface. Figure 8 shows the contrast of the improved gray-scale projection algorithm’s performance on the defect-free and defect surface. Due to the large region of the defect-free image on the left in Figure 8, only part of the calculation results are shown in this paper, while the defect region on the right image is marked in red. It can be seen that our improved gray projection algorithm can quickly screen defect and defect-free surfaces, and extract defect features.

The object of study in this paper was a mixed image dataset, consisting of the NEU Surface Dataset [40] and our strip steel defect images. The NEU surface dataset contains six major types of strip defects: cracks, inclusions, scabs, pitted surfaces, rolled in scales, and surface scratches. Each category contains 300 pieces of images, for a total of 1800 pieces of images, each of which is $200 \times 200$ pixels. The images in the dataset are BMP format and each image is a 40.1 KB gray-scale image. On the other hand, our experimental dataset has only one category of strip steel defect called seams. This category contains 50 pieces of images and each image is a 30KB gray-scale image. As shown in Figure 9, from class 0 to class 5 is the NEU surface dataset, and class 6 is our experimental dataset.
We randomly selected 80% of the mixed dataset to test our feature extraction algorithm, and the remaining 20% of the data was used as the test data in Section 5. The defect feature extraction algorithm was implemented by using Python 3.6 and OpenCV 4.4.0. The detection time of each image was 3.5 ms (287.5FPS).

As shown in Table 1, our feature extraction algorithm is more effective for large area defects, such as longitudinal cracks, transverse cracks, surface seams, etc. However, the algorithm cannot effectively detect small area defects such as inclusions, rolled in scale, or a pitted surface.

For the defect images with high brightness background or high reflective surface, the algorithm will have some degradation in detection accuracy. For those types of defects, it is recommended to use our algorithm in a dark field lighting system.
Figure 8. The contrast of our algorithm’s performance on defect-free and defect surfaces.

Figure 9. Strip steel defect categories.

Table 1. Testing of Our Defect Feature Extraction Algorithm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Samples</th>
<th>240</th>
<th>240</th>
<th>240</th>
<th>240</th>
<th>240</th>
<th>240</th>
<th>40</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Defects</td>
<td>cracks</td>
<td>inclusions</td>
<td>scab</td>
<td>pitted surface</td>
<td>rolled in scale</td>
<td>surface scratch</td>
<td>surface seams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accurate</td>
<td>83.8%</td>
<td>0.83%</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
<td>1.7%</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
<td>87.5%</td>
<td>90.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 10 is the process of improved strip steel surface rapid quality screening and the defects feature extraction algorithm based on gray-scale projection. Firstly, the algorithm takes advantage of the clear distinction between the background and strip steel surface to identify images acquisition regions and automatic crop the background region. The
algorithm rapidly screened the rest of strip steel surface, then extracted suspected defect region and deleted edge false defects. This stage can significantly improve the detection efficiency and reduce the required calculations. Finally, the ROI region with defects was outputted by the algorithm. The algorithm can save time on manual image labeling, and provide high-quality defect data for the subsequent ROI image augmentation algorithm.

4. ROI Image Augmentation Algorithm for Strip Steel Defects

4.1. Category Imbalance Problem for Strip Steel Surface Defects

The category imbalance problem is mainly reflected in two aspects: positive and negative samples imbalance (the positive and negative samples ratio reached 1:100) and uneven difficulty samples (simple samples leading to loss function). For the classifier, the number of simple samples is very large; those simple samples’ cumulative contribution results in a dominant role in the model update. However, these simple samples can be perfectly classified. Therefore, this part of parameter updating cannot improve the model’s performance; it will cause the training process to become inefficient instead. An imbalanced sample problem will lead the training model to focus on large numbers of simple samples, while difficult samples with a smaller dataset will be ignored. This kind of model generalization on the testing dataset is poor, it can lead the model to prefer a dataset with more samples or samples with a low identification degree [41].

For industrial images acquisition, because of the high speed of production lines and many disturbance factors, they are typically few samples and imbalanced datasets with complex backgrounds, low-resolution pixels, and rare qualified images. Traditional image data augmented techniques such as horizontally or vertically flipped, scaled random, random sampling and crop, and various kinds of algorithms add noise data to the original images, which is mainly based on the assumption that images in the ROI region have semantic relevance and geometric correlation. However, various types of industrial image defects do not meet all the above assumptions [42,43]. Image data augmented techniques based on Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) use specific areas’ prior knowledge and distribution functions to generate virtual samples. These kinds of algorithms are mainly used for relatively few samples datasets with high-resolution, but they are not applied to few samples datasets images with low-resolution on an industrial scale [44]. For the category imbalance problem, starting from the data level approach method, the paper
proposed a data augmentation algorithm for uneven images’ datasets, to achieve samples balance in the categories again.

4.2. Industrial Image Data Augmentation Algorithm Based on ROI Region Random Cropping

Based on the limitations of existing image data augmentation techniques, this paper proposed an industrial image data augmentation algorithm based on ROI region random cropping. Figure 11 is a strip steel surface image captured by CCD camera, and ROI region labeled with the approximate location of the defect. The rectangle side length of each side is \( W, H \). The defect area is denoted as \( g \). To ensure the defect area is larger than a quarter of the ROI region \( (25\% \leq \text{area}(g)) \), the formula can be defined as follows:

\[
25\% \leq \frac{\text{area}(g) \cap \text{area}(ROI)}{\text{area}(g) \cup \text{area}(ROI)} \tag{1}
\]

This generates a square crop box in the ROI region randomly. Where the boxes’ side length is \( m \), it is required that \( m \) at least be equal to or greater than \( 2/3 \) of the ROI rectangle’s minimum side length. The formula can be defined as follows:

\[
\frac{2}{3} \cdot \min(W, H) \leq m \tag{2}
\]

Figure 11. Image data augmentation algorithm based on ROI region random crop.

This algorithm can generate high-quality industrial images from original image datasets on the actual images demanded. It can not only solve the category imbalance problem using the data level approach method but also can be combined with traditional image data augmentation techniques to ease the problems of few samples datasets to a certain extent.

For the uneven difficulty samples (simple samples leading to loss function) problems, the key to solving them is the algorithm level approach method [35–39]. The industrial image data augmentation algorithm based on ROI region random crop in this paper can extract details of samples’ characteristics and enlarge images’ edge and other fine trivial details in the ROI region. This is a data level approach method to ease the uneven difficulty samples problem to a certain extent, and allow difficult samples to be identified by local details.
5. Strip Steel Surface Defect Recognition Deep Neural Network Based on Transfer Learning

5.1. Image Detection Problem on Low-Resolution and Few Samples

In traditional machine learning algorithms, a more complex model is more able to fit training data. However, a complex training model requires a large amount of data; if the training dataset is too small, the model will become over-fitted. This means the model fitting is perfect for the training dataset, but has poor generalization ability to testing data. This phenomenon is more obvious in deep learning neural networks [45]. Taking the ImageNet project as an example, it is a large image vision database for research, including more than 20,000 categories of images and more than 14 million manually annotated images. With the support of the ImageNet project’s database, deep learning develops rapidly.

According to image recognition contest experience of ImageNet, re-training an effective neural network convolution needs at least 1000 high-quality images of the same category. It can be seen in Figure 9 that the dataset in this paper is a typical few samples and imbalanced dataset. The dataset unable to enough to support deep learning network training. For this type of dataset, an improved VGG19 transfer learning network was proposed in this paper.

5.2. Transfer Learning Deep Neural Network Based on VGG19

The deep learning network requires a lot of high-quality annotated image data, but strip steel defects emerge randomly on the industrial production line. It takes a long time for strip steel production lines to collect enough defective samples, especially new strip steel production lines. To solve this problem, this paper chooses the VGG19 network [27] as the basic backbone and transfers its pre-trained parameters on ImageNet to our mixed image dataset. ImageNet dataset is mainly the data of life scenes (such as cats, bicycles, people), which has a big gap with the strip defect dataset in this paper. However, ImageNet dataset has a huge amount of data, and the VGG19 network model will not be overfitted on this dataset. Therefore, this paper fine-tune the VGG19 network pre-trained on ImageNet dataset to complete strip defect detection. With the help of transfer learning, our network achieved strip steel defect-recognition successfully.

A network trained with a transfer learning paradigm was designed to achieve automatic defect recognition. In the mixed dataset, we randomly selected 80% of the dataset to train the network classifier, and the remaining 20% of the dataset was used to test the network performance. The network’s input images were pre-processed by our improved gray-scale projection algorithm and ROI image augmentation algorithm. This is a strip steel defect dataset with full annotation and class balance. Model prediction accuracy and error are closely related. The mixed image dataset was pre-processed to create a new class balanced dataset; accuracy and categorical cross-entropy loss function are ideal indicators for evaluating the performance of various algorithms. In order to reflect the performance of the models, Formulas (3) and (4) were proposed.

\[
\text{Accuracy} = \frac{\text{Number of Correctly Classified Images}}{\text{Total Number of Input Images}} \times 100\% \quad (3)
\]

\[
\text{Loss}(P, Q) = -\sum_{i=1}^{N} P(i) \log Q(i) \quad (4)
\]

where \( P(i) \) is the probability calculated after softmax activation, \( Q(i) \) is the prediction output of the model, and \( N \) is the number of categories.

The VGG19 network was designed as the basic backbone of our new network. The first 15 layers of the network were non-trainable frozen layers, while the four layers of the bottom network were used to conduct fine-tuning on the training dataset in the paper. Additionally, the loss function softmax cross-entropy classification was connected. Finally, matching with output classes, the strip steel defect-recognition transfer learning network based on VGG19 was construction. The initial learning rate was set as \( lr = 10^{-6} \), the
attenuation rate was set as decay = $10^{-6}$, the attenuation momentum moment at 0.9, and the training step was 500 steps. The model was designed using Python 3.6 programming language, with Keras and TensorFlow libraries. The experimental equipment in this paper was a desktop personal computer with a I5-8500 processor, NVIDIA GTX 1050 graphics card, 32G RAM and hard disk capacity of 1T.

Figure 12 shows the accuracy and loss error of the network. The network has a poor convergence performance on the testing dataset. Checking the loss of error curve of the training process carefully, it was found that the verified loss of the dataset was quite turbulent in the early stage of training. In the medium term, there as occasional increases in loss. Although the loss converges after training, the unstable loss curve obviously has some unreasonable network design and network structure, needing further improvement.

![Figure 12. The accuracy and loss error of the baseline VGG19 network.](image)

5.3. A Transfer Learning Deep Neural Network Based on Improved VGG19

The current VGG19 network’s learning rate was a training step method based on the learning rate decay. Since the underlying textures of strip steel are relatively fine, in order to obtain detailed defect information, the network’s learning rate was set quite low. This resulted in slow convergence and falling to the local optimal value of the network, while the loss curve shocked greatly on the testing dataset, and achieved poor generalization.

For the low learning rate problem, this paper proposed a hierarchical difference learning rate method. This means that underlying layers’ learning rates were set low, so that edges and other fine geometry features can be carefully learned and responded to, while the layers’ learning rates were set higher to ensure the network learned the images’ high-level features faster and to solve the problem of slow convergence on the network. In view of the above difficulties, this paper still used the VGG19 transfer learning network as a backbone in Section 5.2. The first 15 frozen layers are still non-trainable, but the remaining convolution layer and three full connection layers of the original network were discarded. These four network layers were replaced by three convolution network layers. Therefore, the improved VGG19 backbone neural network had 18 layers in total; the network layers set their learning rates as $10^{-6}$, $10^{-4}$ and $10^{-2}$ for different layer areas by the rule of 2:2:6.

By observing images of strip steel surface, we found whether the surface defect area had a higher brightness or a darker brightness than the defect-free area. In Section 3.4, the defect feature extraction algorithm proposed in this paper showed poor recognition of high brightness defects. Based on the above problems, a maximum and average feature extraction module was designed in this paper. As shown in Figure 13, this module has three branches, where the original features are processed in different convolutional layers, and finally connected by the concate layer.
Branch 1: The original features are sequentially passed through a convolution layer of size $1 \times 1$ and a convolution layer of size $2 \times 2$. This branch is not specially processed so that branch 1 can save the features in the original image as much as possible.

Branch 2: The original features are sequentially passed through a convolution layer of size $1 \times 1$ and an average pooling layer of size $2 \times 2$, and finally a ReLU activation layer is connected. Branch 2 uses the averaging pooling layer mainly to filter out the interference information in the original features.

Branch 3: The original features are sequentially passed through a convolution layer of size $1 \times 1$ and a maximum pooling layer of size $2 \times 2$, and finally a ReLU activation layer is connected. Branch 3 adopts the maximum pooling layer mainly to extract the features with higher brightness from the original features, so as to better find the defect area.

In order to allow the improved VGG19 backbone neural network to extract multi-level feature information, the 17th, 18th and 19th layers were connected with a maximum and average feature extraction module and a convolution layer, respectively. Then, the multi-level features extracted from the three branch layers were combined to connect a global pooling layer and a full connection layer. Finally, the network was connected to the softmax classifier. As shown in Figure 14, the improved transfer learning network was constructed.

**Figure 13.** Maximum and Average feature extraction module.

**Figure 14.** Improved VGG19 with feature extraction modules.
In the optimization process of the network it is easy for it to drop into the local optimal problem. We referenced Author’s work [46], and from this the RAdam (Rectified Adam) optimizer was introduced to avoid the VGG19 network dropping into the local optimal. RAdam has the advantages of both Adam and SGD, which can not only ensure fast convergence speed but also avoid dropping into the local optimal, as the convergence result is insensitive to the network’s initial value learning rate. RAdam has a better performance than SGD in the case of a network having a large learning rate and limited training dataset.

Figure 15 shows that the convergence and accuracy of the network was greatly improved on the basic network. The model occasionally had a sudden increase in loss during the training period, but the verification function’s loss decreased and tended to converge as the training progressed. After the test, the final accuracy of the model converged to 97.8% and the generalization and robustness had been greatly improved, which had a certain practical value.

![Figure 15](image1.png)

**Figure 15.** The accuracy and loss error of improved VGG19 network.

Figure 16 shows the comparison of the performance of the two algorithms, baseline VGG19 and improved VGG19, more intuitively, with the accuracy and loss curves of these two algorithms put into a unified ordinate system.

![Figure 16](image2.png)

**Figure 16.** The accuracy and loss error differences between the baseline VGG19 and improved VGG19 network.
Figure 17 shows the baseline VGG19 and improved VGG19 network models’ confusion matrix on the test dataset. In order to be closer to actual production, the ROI region image augmentation algorithm in this paper was not augmented to achieve sample balance in categories on the testing dataset. It can be seen that both the baseline VGG19 and the improved VGG19 model can fully identify categories of cracks, scabs, and rolled in scales. These three types of defects have obvious features and are easy for the model to recognize. For the defect categories of inclusions, the baseline VGG19 misidentified four pieces of pictures and the improved VGG19 model misidentified three pieces of pictures. For the defect of pitted surfaces, both the baseline VGG19 and the improved VGG19 model misidentified one piece of picture. For the defect categories of surface scratch, the baseline VGG19 misidentified four pieces of pictures and the improved VGG19 model misidentified three pieces of pictures.

Figure 17. Confusion matrix of the test dataset.

The improved VGG19 network performs slightly better than the baseline VGG19 in these six types of defects, but the improved VGG19 performs significantly better in the surface seams defects. However, the surface seams dataset has only 40 pieces of pictures and only 10 pieces of pictures for the testing dataset. Therefore, the accuracy of the baseline VGG19 and the improved VGG19 model on surface seams dataset are 70% and 90%, respectively. These indicators can be seen in the classification test report in Table 2.

Table 2. Report on the test dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Defects</th>
<th>Targets</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>f1-Score</th>
<th>Samples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Baseline VGG19 Network</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cracks</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inclusion</td>
<td>0.9032</td>
<td>0.9333</td>
<td>0.9180</td>
<td>60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scab</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitted Surface</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.9833</td>
<td>0.9916</td>
<td>60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rolled in Scale</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface Scratch</td>
<td>0.9333</td>
<td>0.9333</td>
<td>0.9333</td>
<td>60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface Seams</td>
<td>0.7778</td>
<td>0.7000</td>
<td>0.7368</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted Avg</td>
<td>0.9675</td>
<td>0.9676</td>
<td>0.9674</td>
<td>370</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Defects</th>
<th>Targets</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>f1-Score</th>
<th>Samples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Improved VGG19 Network</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cracks</td>
<td>0.9836</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.9917</td>
<td>60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inclusion</td>
<td>0.9344</td>
<td>0.9500</td>
<td>0.9421</td>
<td>60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scab</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitted Surface</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.9833</td>
<td>0.9916</td>
<td>60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rolled in Scale</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface Scratch</td>
<td>0.9500</td>
<td>0.9500</td>
<td>0.9500</td>
<td>60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface Seams</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.9000</td>
<td>0.9474</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted Avg</td>
<td>0.9786</td>
<td>0.9784</td>
<td>0.9784</td>
<td>370</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Discussion

As can be seen from Table 3, traditional detection algorithms can achieve high detection accuracy with fewer images, but their real-time performance is poor. These algorithms include the HSVM-MC [15], HCGA [11], and CAE-SGAN [47]. For deep learning detection algorithms (such as M-Pooling CNN [17], Improved YOLO [19]), their detection accuracy increases with data volume and their real-time performance is better than that of the traditional algorithms. In this paper and references, “average detection time” refers to the sum of the time from data input to their models to get results. This time does not include the delay in image acquisition and data transmission between systems. This time is only a theoretical detection time. In the actual production line, the actual time is slightly larger than this value due to data transfer between different task modules.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Average Detection per Image</th>
<th>Samples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M-Pooling CNN [17]</td>
<td>DNN Classification</td>
<td>93.03%</td>
<td>0.0062 s</td>
<td>2927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masci et al., 2012</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>161.3 FPS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCGA [11]</td>
<td>Traditional Classification</td>
<td>95.04%</td>
<td>0.158 s</td>
<td>351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hu et al., 2015</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6.3 FPS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSVM-MC [15]</td>
<td>Traditional Classification</td>
<td>95.18%</td>
<td>1.1044 s</td>
<td>900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Chu et al., 2017)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.9 FPS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved YOLO [19]</td>
<td>DNN Classification and location</td>
<td>97.55%</td>
<td>0.012 s</td>
<td>4655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiangyun Li et al., 2018</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>83.3 FPS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAE-SGAN [47]</td>
<td>Traditional Classification</td>
<td>98.20%</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>10,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Di HE et al., 2019</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>DNN Classification</td>
<td>97.75%</td>
<td>0.0183 s</td>
<td>1850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>54.6 FPS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our network’s average detection time for a single image was 0.0183 s, and it can detect about 54 images per second. Considering that the speed of a steel rolling production line is 10–30 m/s and the view field of a single camera is 50–100 cm, it requires a detection speed of detection system to be 10–60 FPS. Compared with the M-pooling CNN algorithm and improved YOLO algorithm, our algorithm used the least amount of data. Its real-time performance was weaker than those two algorithms, but the detection speed of our network was 54.6 FPS, which means it meets the basic requirements of online real-time detection.

To further verify the performances of our algorithm in this paper, we tested and compared various algorithms on the Northeastern University (NEU) surface defect database. As can be seen from Table 4, a very deep network is not really required for the online real-time defect classification task; the detection accuracy, speed and complexity of the network need to be balanced.
Table 4. DNN Algorithms tested on NEU database.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Time per Image</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M-Pooling CNN [17]</td>
<td>93.37%</td>
<td>0.007s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masci et al., 2012</td>
<td></td>
<td>142.9 FPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN [48]</td>
<td>98.10%</td>
<td>0.0021 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kostenetskiy, P. et al., 2019</td>
<td></td>
<td>476.2 FPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLCNN [18]</td>
<td>94.74%</td>
<td>0.00865 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yiping GAO et al., 2020</td>
<td></td>
<td>115.6 FPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResNet50+MFN [22]</td>
<td>99.70%</td>
<td>0.165 s/6.1 FPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResNet34+MFN</td>
<td>99.20%</td>
<td>0.115 s/8.7 FPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yu HE et al., 2020</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>97.62%</td>
<td>0.0192 s/52.1 FPS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although the model in Author’s work [48] achieved an accuracy of 98.1% and a recognition speed of 476.2 FPS (2.1 ms), a NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080Ti was used to train and test the neural network. Although the model is simple in structure and easy to build, the original data were pre-processed by the normalization Z-Score function. It is not an end-to-end model, and the time to pre-process the original data was much greater than the time for the network to recognize defects.

It is clear that a model with a certain complexity can not only achieve high accuracy and recognition speed, but also prevent the problem of non-convergence and over-fitting.

In order to improve the real-time performance of our network, the accuracy of network recognition could be improved by increasing the amount of training data, so as to further simplify the network structure to achieve higher accuracy and faster real-time detection (above 60 FPS).

7. Conclusions

The paper presents the processes of rapid screening surface, defect feature extraction, class balance, sample data augmentation, defect detection and classification. This is a set of processes required to complete strip steel defect detection. With these, we can meet the basic requirements of online real-time detection.

However, there are still some limitations in this paper. With continued production line developments, various kinds of new defect types will be created. When there is a similarity between a new defect form and a known defect form, the model will make a misjudgment, which will greatly reduce the accuracy of defect recognition. To address this problem, solution in this paper is continuing to collect new defect images to update the database and retrain the model offline. Regularly updating the model deployment to the production line will ensure the model is accurate on new types of defects.

In summary, this paper proposed An Improved VGG19 Transfer Learning Strip Steel Surface Defect Recognition Deep Neural Network Based on Few Samples and Imbalanced Datasets, which has a strong generalization and good convergence. It is a non-contact and non-destructive machine vision detection method that has the advantages of a high detection rate, strong real-time performance, and perfect anti-interference.

For the differences between the baseline VGG19 and the improved VGG19, we compared their confusion matrix, precision, recall, and F1-score of the two models in Figure 17 and Table 2. The improved VGG19 network performs slightly better than the baseline VGG19 in six types of defects, but the improved VGG19 performs significantly better in the surface seams defects. The experimental results show that the improved VGG19 network proposed in this paper has high practicability and reliability; it has a certain practical value for strip steel defects detection. In view of the limitations of research content, it is hoped that machine vision can be combined with various sensor technologies to achieve the comprehensive evaluation of multi-modal data fusion for defect detection.
and grading of strip steel, so as to improve the accuracy and real-time performance of this model, and allow it to better adapt to actual strip steel production in the future.
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**Abbreviations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A-Fast-RCNN</td>
<td>Adversarial Fast Region-based Convolutional Neural Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMP</td>
<td>Bitmap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCD</td>
<td>Charge Coupled Device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>Convolution Neural Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAE-SGAN</td>
<td>Convolutional Autoencoder Extract and Semi-supervised Generative Adversarial Networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNN</td>
<td>Deep Neural Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCN</td>
<td>Fully Convolutional Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPS</td>
<td>Frames Per Second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GANs</td>
<td>Generative Adversarial Networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHM</td>
<td>Gradient Harmonizing Mechanis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSVM-MC</td>
<td>Multi-label Classifier with Hyper-sphere Support Vector Machine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCGA</td>
<td>Hybrid Chromosome Genetic Algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MFN</td>
<td>Multilevel Feature Fusion Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEU</td>
<td>Northeastern University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-Pooling CNN</td>
<td>Max-Pooling Convolution Neural Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OHEM</td>
<td>Online Hard Example Mining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLCNN</td>
<td>Convolution Neural Network based on Pseudo-Label</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROI</td>
<td>Region of Interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResNet</td>
<td>Residual Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAdam</td>
<td>Rectified Adam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-OHEM</td>
<td>Stratified Online Hard Example Mining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>Support Vector Machines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGD</td>
<td>Stochastic Gradient Descent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGG</td>
<td>Very Deep Convolutional Networks designed by Visual Geometry Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YOLO</td>
<td>You Only Look Once</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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